
GREENFIELDS TX SD
GreenFields TX SD has been developed 
as an optimum surface for players to 
enhance their technical skills, providing 
a stable pitch for total control. 

The advanced monofilament fibre 
technology gives an improved tuft 
bind for long lasting performance. 
Combine this with elite air texturised 
fibres to create a high bulk; the result 
is a smooth field with equal ball roll in 
all directions. 

GreenFields TX SD is partially filled 
with sand ensuring that the pile height 
remains vertical. Irrigation is an option 
for faster play and increased comfort 
and safety, yet isn’t a continuous 
requirement so water usage can be 
controlled. In a dry state, it is possible 
for other sports to be played on the 
pitch.  Ideal for amateur clubs who 
wish to improve their performance as 
well as for professional training fields. 

SAND DRESSED HOCKEY SURFACE 
FOR ULTIMATE BALL CONTROL

We wanted to 
choose the best 
pitches we could 
for our students 
and have already 
had some good 
feedback from 
teams that have 
played on the 
surface. 
 

 
JAMES ELLISON
Director of Estates 
Liverpool Hope University 

Excellent foot grip due to tight tuft 
bind
Stable sand dressed surface
Total control for technique 
development
High durability from TX 
monofilament fibre

Key benefits:



YOUR PERFORMANCE
GreenFields is proud to play a role in improving the hockey experience for people around the 
world. Our innovative systems have been tested extensively to meet all necessary regulations 
and have been proven to maximise playing characteristics.

CONSISTENT 
PLAYING 

CHARACTERISTICS

TOTAL   
BALL CONTROL

QUALITY CONSISTENT 
TORSION (FOOT GRIP)  

ULTIMATE SURFACE  
FOR HIGH SPEED PLAY

GREENFIELDS TX PROJECTSGREENFIELDS TX PROJECTS

RATHDOWN SCHOOL  
Dublin, Ireland

WAGENER STADIUM
Amstelveen, Netherlands

MERCHISTON CASTLE SCHOOL  
Edinburgh, Scotland
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www.greenfieldsturf.co.uk
E: info@greenfieldsturf.co.uk  
T: +44 (0)1204 699 930

www.greenfieldsusa.com
E: info@greenfieldsusa.com 
T: +1 855-773-6668 

www.greenfieldsasia.com
E: info@greenfields.eu  
T: +65 6809 2131

www.greenfields.eu
E: info@greenfields.eu  
T: +31 (0)548 633 333
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